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1. Introduction

Recently [1] then: has been suggested a natural parametrization of nonsiglet parton
distributions (PD) and on the basis of this parametrization the QCD analysis has been
performed. In this paper we show that the proposed type of parametrizations which are
simple in functional structurr can be utilized also as the parametrizations of the singlet
PD. The characteristic feature of such parametrizations ie that they evolve in accordance
with the QCD evolution equation.

Before we do this.we present some commonly accepted facts. So any quark and an-
tiquark distributions as well as their different combinations Л;,, Aij, V, £, S, С, G
are named as PD. They are nonsigiet or singlet under the flavour symmetry. The Q2-
dependence is different for such PD. The equations which determine the (J*-evolut:on of
PD are known as the Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (GLAP) equations J2]. These equa-
tions involve ail information coming from the QCD in the deep inelastic region, where
Qz —> oc and x is fixed.

The nonsiglet PD evolve by the equation [2, 3]

Ф = V, Aij, Aij, whereas the Qs-evolntion of the singlet PD is determined by the
two coupled integro-differential equations [2, 3]

jf ? J) ]•

where Ф = qi, %, i = 1,2,...,N/, £ = 2(9» + Ф)> fy K t n e «"»niber of quark

fiuvours.
The running coupling constant a,(Q2) — g2(Q3)/4r obeyes the equation

with Д, « (11ЛГе - 2N/)/3 for the asymptotical free theories with the SU(Ne) gauge
symmetry, hi these theories the evolution kernels Pij are explicitly evaluated in t^e
leading and in the next to the lending (with respect to a ,) order. The first appraximttToc
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to these function is given aa follows

^ o ( s ) - 5 [•' + (»-*) '],

with CF = (N* - 1)/2NC. In QCD Nc = 3 and so C F = 4/3, /3b = (33 - 2JV/)/3. The
distribution 1/(1 — z)+ is defined in the following manner

If we introdttce the variable • а 1п(Ь(<Эа/Л')/1п(<Зй/Л2)) where Qg is some
reference momentuir and Л is a free scale parameter then in the leading order in Q* one
can write

where Aj(z) = 2Pij(z)/$o. By the Mellin transform one can convert the integro-differen-
tial evolution equations into the moments space. The equations (11), (1-6), (1-7) then
take the form

^ = -rfo,(n)E(n,.g») - rfoo(n)G(n, Q"), (1-10)

where by the definition



and dij{n) = -2Рц(п)/0о with

The equations (1.8)-{1.10) have the solution which are

*(n,Q3) = *(n,Q3

o)e-<«<-">, (1.11)

ttn^^t+faQDe-'+M + Z-^QDe-'-M, (1.12)
G(n,Q7) = G+Cn.QDe-"'^^ + G_(n, <$)«-'-<">, (1.13)

where

^ ( ( n ) + daa(n) ± [(<*„(") - daa(n))2 + 4^/d,o(n)dOt(n)ji), (1.14)

dg4
c + e C -*dw:

The complicated functional structure of the anomalous dimensions dq4, d± doesn't
allowe us to perform the Mellin inversion of (1.11)-(1.13) and to obtain the functional
structure of the PD •, £ and G in the obvious form in the whole x герои. One can
only derive the behaviour of the PD in the vicinity of the endpoiuta x » 0 and ж = 1 (see
[4,5]). On the other hand it is impossible to derive the explicit x and Q2 dependence of
the PD for arbitrary x by solving the integro-dUferential evolution equations (1.1), (1.6),
(1.7). Usually to compare theoretically predicted scaling violation with data the GLAF
equation» are solved numerically. However, it is often more convenient to have an obvious
analytic expression for the PD valid in a wide range of Q1 and *. On this account
various parametrization» of the PD and the SF have been proposed (5,6).

It should be noted that for QCD phenomenology the parametrization must not only
approximate with good Accuracy tlic data points but also should be consistent with the
QCD theoretical predictions for the PD. Tbw principle requirement тгацм that parametri-
zntiun of tint PD nmet be an Approximate solution of the GLAP equations for a wide range
of т or. in another wnrda, the moments of the parametrisation must closely reproduce at
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high values of Q2 the b«lmviour of the moTiicnts of the PD in the form of (1.11)—(1.13)
in a wide range of n. From this point of view the parametmations similar to the well
know» Buras-Garmers parametrizations [6] are not consistent with the asymptotical free
theories requirements (see [5]).

2. .New parametrization of PD

We suggest that the singlet PD E(x, Q2) and G{x, Q2) ( the analysis is done here for
these distributkone and the later, certainly, are applicable in the case of other PD ) may
be approximated by the functions of the form

(2.1)

where i — Ti, G,

( i ) * ' l ' ) [ ( i ) * ] (2.2)

and /v(z) is a modified Bessel function. All parameters B, a, b, g and ip are considered
as the nonnegative functions with respect to $. In what follows we often drop subscript*
£ or G and do not indicate the «-dependence of tbe functions involved in (2.1) and (2.2)
when the statement is true for i s £ and «' = G simultaneously.

Using the familiar asymptotic properties of h(i) (7) we get

-l/4
{ 2 . 3 )

( 2 4 )

Here, and further, As T(x,...) denotes the leading term of the asymptotic of the

function T with respect to x when x -* XQ.
As it follows from (2.3), (2.4) in the сам * -»0:

(i) if e > 0 then f(x,Q2) -* со faster than x~" but slower than * " " " ' for any e > 0;
(ii) i f e = 0 then f(x, Q2) -* oo fester than any power of In J but slower than x~*

for any £• > 0;
and when x -*1:

Tbe threshold behaviour of such parametriaationa ia similar to the commonly accepted
behavior of the structure functions and the PD in the vicinity of the endpointe x = 0
and x •ж I (see [3]). The analysis of this parametriaation in the «pace of momenta has
been given in details in (5]. Subsequently it has been shown [1] that such parametrization
approximate! the solution of the GLAP equation for the nonsiglet PD . It is the {unction of
the form (2.1) that gives us the possibility to derive the correct bfbaviour of tie solution
of the QLAP equation in the small and large в region with the same pwmmetere tad
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thereby, to avoid the problem of combining different solution that arises in tin- case of the
other parametrizations.

Since the functional structure of the proposed parametrization is given explicitly the
main purpose ie to find the «-dependence of the parameters B,,ai,b,. g,, <fi, h\,, h-ц. That
is it is necessary to find such constraints on their behaviour which would be independent
of the x. It is desirable that in the vicinity of x = 0 and x = 1 these parameters should
be the same.

Since we suggest that the functions / E and Fa delined in the form of (2.1) will be
appropriate for the PD £ and G, respectively it is to be required tiny have to satisfy
the GLAP evolution equations (1-6), (1.7). This assumption naturally imposes certain
constraints on th« behaviour of the parameters. To find these requirements we will equate
the asymptotics in the vicinity of the endpoins x = 0 and x = 1 of the left- and right-hand
•ides of the GLAP equation within the accuracy to the leading terms.

To do so we at first rewrite the equations (1.6), (1.7) in a more convenient form. For
this we exploit the definition of the distribution 1/(1 — z)+ (see (1.5)) from which it
follows that

or, as in the case when T{x) is bounded in each point x Ф 0 and Г(1) = 0 ( these
requirements for F; are fulfiled ),

Now. if we use (2.5) in the equations (1.6), (1.7) we get the commonly accepted form
of the GLAP equations. For our purpose it is convenient to use the equality (2.6). On
substitution (2.6) in (1.6), (1,7) and evident changing we obtain

•;)*«•> J -

f

where we introduce

As tlif- n«xt. step we have to show that the substitution of xf's and XFQ instead of £
and G in (2.7), (2.8) does not violate (2.7),(2.8) in the leMling order when x -* 0 and
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3. Behaviour of the parameters

• in the vicinity of point x = 0

We suggest that at least for small and large J: PD L(i,C?2) ~ Fz(x,Q2) and
G(JC,Q2) ~ /Ь(я,(} 2). Consequently, the leading terms of asymptotics at x —* 0 of the
left- and right-hand sides of the equations (2.7), (2.8) must be coincident The asymptotics
of the left-hand aides arc calculated immediately by differentiating (2.3) since

Л8 /

(fy 1 , da
- _ _ + --Jn*+

. « / ( , . g « ) . (3.2)

On other hand in the right-hand sides (2.7), (2.8) we operate with integrals of the form

Ца,х)= ff(v,Q3)-^ (3.3)

with a > 2 in (2.7) and о > 1 in (2.8). Provided that / is given in the form (2.2) the
integral /{a, x) diverges at x -* 0 if a + a > 2. Therefore if at > 0 and no > 1
all integrals in (2.7), (2.6) arr divergent. In this case applying [/Hopital's rule one can
examine that

(i) for any aW a > 2

(U) for a + a = 2

As Да,*) = i / ^ As/(x,(?3). (3.5)

First we consider the case when nj; > 0, oo > 1- Then as it follows from (3.4)

f ( ^) ^ «) +7) * Дво/(*.О») (3.6)

where rj>(x) a jjj to Г(г) is the digamma function end 7 is Euler constant. Taking
into accouot now (3.3) and (3.6) we obtain that in the limit x —»0 the esymptotics
of the right side* of (2.7), (2.8) has the form

,Q») - 2N,d9a<Aa) As0*/«(*, Q1), (3.7)

) Д" */o(x,Q3), (38)
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with the same dt} as in (1.9), (1.10) which are continued on the noninteger n =a.
Comparing row the right-hand side of (3.6) with (3.7) (taking « = S in (3.6)) and

(3.6) and with (3.8) ( i = G in (3.6)) we see that they can be equal only in the rase if

*i.*i.iu.O. <-E,0. (3.9)
da at as

*ofa(*,Q'), (3.10)

Ф,Я2). (3.11)

It is the equations (3.9)-(3.11) that determine the evolution of the parameters when the
PD are parametrized by means of the functions of the form (2.1).

The equation (3.10), (3.11) indicate that (see (2.3))

BE = aa, br = bo, y>£ » ipa (3-12)

otherwise Вт, and BQ would be z-dependent. Thus, the equality (3.12) should be
satisfied, and the equations (3.10), (3.11) take the form (a& = o<? =» a)

^ = -d44(a)Bv - 2Nfd4a{a)Ba, _ (3.13)

- rfo,(a)^i: daa(a)Ba. (3.14)

These equations have exactly the same form as the (1.9), (1.10) ones. Therefore, the
solutions to these equations are the same as (1.12), (1.13) with the substitution of BE
and BQ instead of E and G

In the analysis given above we assumed that as is greater than zero and aa is greater
than unity. The study of the case when aa — 1 has the obvious theoretical and practical
interest [8]. In this case the gluon density grows at x —» 0 faster than any power of In £
but slower than z~* with any e > 0. Because the density of gluons grows strongly the
problem arises due to the fact that the Froissart bound violates. But the GLAP equations
is thought to give the accurate result down to about x = 10~2. When x becomes smaiier
we have to use the equation of Gribov, Levin and Ryekin [8].

The property of the GLAP equatione is that if we parametrise the gluon and quark
densities by the functions in the form (2.1) then the choice of aa =« 1 unambiguously give
rise to at = 0. Assumption that aa ш 1 give* as в 0 and leads to the equatione

far n const, (Э.15)
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wich followed from equation (2.7). The equation (2.8) leads to

= const, (3.18)

din До 1 dlnyq
~1Г = ~1T

Thus, when ao = 1 then

or = 0, ЬЕ аи const, bo = const, (3.21)

¥*(•)« 1 № < 0 ) + ~ « , (3.22)

A(«) = Щ0) + yj / 4, i = E,G. (3.24)

The gluon density in this case

grow* faeter than any power of In £ and.the density of xS(x,Q7} decreases at * —» 0 ae

4. Behaviour of the parameter» of F(x, Q2)
in the region * ~ 1

One can easily verify that

d d
Ae — F(x,Q2) = (1 + h)— Ae /(*,(?2), {h - h\ + ht). (4.1)

Owiug to this property the right-hand sides of (3.3), (3.4) are easily calculated by means
of the asymptotic equality (2.4). Remind that, via in previous section, we parametrised Ь
and G by xF% and x/'o, respectively. Then dropping the eutMcripts E and G, we have
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Thie equality in view of (3.9) can be written as

The asymptoiics of right-hand sides of (2.7), (2.8) at x —• 1 also can be easily calculated.
So we have

j f j As/(*,Q>), (4.4)

As / ln(l - - ) ~ny,Q2)dy = -[ф(Ь + д+ 1) + 7 - ln(l - x)\ As /(*,<?3).(4.5)

Thus the right-hand sides of (2.1) and (2.8) are- written respectively as

— [rftb + es + l) + 7 " I ~ HI ~ *)] A«

where we kept in mind that bt = Ьд (нее (3.12)).
We suggest that flo =• И + £ with | e |< 1. Then the leading terms of asymptotics

in (4.6), (4.7) are determined, correspondently, by the asymptotica of F E and Fa only.
Comparing now (4.3) and (4.6), (4.7) we obtain that the Qa-evtilution of the parameters
in the region x ~ 1 is determined by the system of equations

£L, AC A (4.8)

( ) (4.9)

Taking into account the equations (3.9), (3.12)^(3.14) we arrive at the conclusion that if
aa > 1 then

as ss aa » a щ const, (4.10)

bE = bo = Ь » const, (4.11)
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<PS = <PO = V = const, (4.12)

• % ~ а ^ ( 4 Л 4 )

B,{s) = ] Г Bij exp(-<i,(a)«), (4.15)

1 + Ы(в) = (1 + ̂ (0))й,(8)/ЯД0), (4.16)

with

When ao = 1, then the parameters arc determinated by the equality (3.21)-(3.24).
It should be mentioned that if the parameter Ли or ha is constant then (4.16) unam-

biguously determines its Q2-evolution. When Ли and hn depend on Q2 then in addition
to (4.16) it ;.s necessary one more condition. Such condition is sum rules.

5. The sum rules

The anomalous dimension (see (1.11)) d-(2) = 0 and 0 < «i+(2) < 1 therefore for
large Q- the integrals

l/ F , ( x , Q 2 ) = K<( i = E,G, (5.1)
Jo

do not depend on Q 3 if we suggest that F%, Fa approximate S and G. The sum rules
(5.1) impose the restriction on the behaviour of the parameters tin, fat-

If Fi )B given in the form (2.1) the integrals (5.1) can be done in the explicit form and
we have in the case aa > 1:

]Г>«(*)Ф(.) = * # ( . ) (5.2)
kmO

whet* Лоо(«) s 1̂  A< = Gj/B(0),

and Ht(t) is defined by (4.17). Solving the system of the equations (5.2) we finally obtain
the ^-evolution of the parameters hu(») and A»(«):

* м Ф«(«) - *«(*) - (i+h№W»)*u(»)+AiKM

with the iulMtitution 1 «•• 2 for ft».
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h should be mentioned that equality '5.2) relates /iji(«) to hu{») at arbitrary a:

(S.5)

6. Conclusion

Our assumption that the gluon and quark densities are parametrized by the functions
of the form (2.1) leads to a result:

1. As it follows from the GLAP equations when ao > 1, then all subsequent parameters
satisfy the equations (4.10)-(4.16).

2. If the parameter aa — I then the parameters are obey to the equations (3.21)-(3.24),
(4.13), (4,14).

3. The example of the proposed parametrizatior.a shows that the GLAP equations leads
to the gluon distribution which grows faster then any power of In \ that violates
unitarity constraints.
This is because that the GLAP equations are not valid for very small x. As it was

pointed out in papers [8, 9] these equations sum up all the leading logarithms in Q2 but
net all the leading logarithms in l/i. In the region x < 10~2 we have to use the improved
evolution equations of Gribov, Levin and Ryskin [8, 9] (see also the equations of Bsiit/zky
and Lipatov [10]).
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